1998 jeep cherokee stereo wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of 98 jeep cherokee radio wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is
a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as simplified forms, and the power and signal connections in between the devices. A
wiring diagram generally provides details concerning the loved one position and also
arrangement of devices as well as terminals on the devices, to assist in building or servicing the
tool. A photographic diagram would certainly reveal a lot more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to highlight
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to fix issues
and also to make certain that the connections have actually been made and also that whatever
exists. Collection of 98 jeep cherokee radio wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of
schematic which makes use of abstract pictorial symbols to show all the interconnections of
parts in a system. Wiring representations are composed of two points: symbols that stand for
the elements in the circuit, and also lines that stand for the links in between them.
Consequently, from electrical wiring layouts, you recognize the relative location of the parts as
well as just how they are attached. Circuitry layouts mostly shows the physical position of parts
and connections in the constructed circuit, yet not necessarily in reasoning order. To check out
a wiring diagram, initially you have to know what fundamental aspects are included in a wiring
diagram, as well as which photographic signs are utilized to represent them. The typical aspects
in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire and connection, outcome gadgets, buttons,
resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable. Wires are made use of
to link the elements together. There need to be a tale on the wiring diagram to inform you just
what each color indicates. A collection circuit is a circuit in which components are attached
along a single path, so the existing circulations through one part to obtain to the next one. In a
series circuit, voltages include up for all elements attached in the circuit, and also currents are
the very same via all elements. A great wiring diagram should be practically right as well as
clear to review. Look after every information. The layout needs to reveal the proper instructions
of the positive and also negative terminals of each part. Utilize the best signs. Learn the
significances of the fundamental circuit signs and also pick the right ones to utilize. Attract
connecting wires as straight lines. Make use of a dot to suggest line junction, or usage line
jumps to indicate cross lines that are not connected. Label elements such as resistors and
capacitors with their values. Make certain the text positioning looks tidy. To create this article,
volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 69,
times. Learn more If the factory radio in your Jeep Grand Cherokee is old, out-of-date, or just
not working correctly, you can replace it with a brand-new aftermarket radio yourself. We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help
to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article Steps. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Author Info Last Updated: March 26, Open your Jeep's
hood and disconnect the negative - battery terminal off of your Jeep's battery. Doing this will
ensure you do not do damage to yourself, the new radio, or your vehicle. This will also ensure
that you do not blow any fuses in the vehicle in the process of installing your new radio into
your Jeep. With your hands, gently pull off the wooden bezel surrounding the HVAC system
controls and vehicle wiper and heated seat control panel. Set it aside. Remove three 3
Philips-head screws. A Philips-head screw holds in one side of the HVAC system controls and
one side of the vehicle wiper and heated seat control panel, a Philips-head screw holds the
vehicle wiper and heated seat control panel in place, and the other Philips-head screw holds the
HVAC controls in place. Set these screws aside, as you'll need them later. With your hands,
gently pry off the wooden bezel surrounding the vehicle lighting control panel. Remove the two
2 Philips-head screws holding the vehicle lighting control panel in place. Set them aside, as
you'll need them later. Remove five 5 Philips-head screws holding the instrument cluster and
center stack surround bezel in place. Pull gently on the instrument cluster and center stack
surround to remove it. Remove two 2 bolts securing the factory radio in place. A bolt is located
in the upper right-hand corner of the factory radio, and another bolt is located in the lower
left-hand corner of the factory radio. Set these aside, as you'll need them later. Set the factory
radio aside. Connect the factory wiring harness adapter's wires to the wires on the wiring
harness that came with your new radio in the following order, using electrical tape each time to
secure each set of wires together:. If your Jeep has the factory Infinity Gold premium sound

system Infinity Gold logo on both front door speaker grilles , connect the blue wires together for
the remote amplifier turn-on wire. If your Jeep does not have the factory Infinity Gold premium
sound system, then cut off the bare end of the blue remote amplifier turn-on wires. For the
ground connection, crimp a metal spade to the ground connection on the factory wiring harness
adapter and connect that wire to the factory ground wire so it makes a secure connection. If you
do not have a metal spade, cut off the metal spade on the factory ground wire and connect that
wire directly to the ground connection on the factory wiring harness adapter and hold it in place
with electrical tape. This is a very important step, as not doing so may cause damage to
yourself, your vehicle, or the new radio, and may cause fuses to blow in the process. Use the
removal keys that came with your new radio to remove your new radio from its metal mounting
sleeve. Save the removal keys in case you decide to remove your radio later and reinstall the
factory radio. Place the mounting sleeve that came with your new radio into the plastic
mounting adapter kit until the metal meets the plastic. Place your new radio into the metal
mounting sleeve and plastic mounting adapter. Connect the gray and black wiring harnesses on
the factory wiring harness adapter to the gray and black wiring harnesses from your Jeep's
dashboard until they secure into place. Connect the wiring harness that came with your new
radio to the connection on the back of your new radio until it is securely in place. Secure the
plastic mounting adapter kit to your Jeep's dashboard with the two 2 bolts you removed earlier.
Reinstall the instrument cluster and center stack surround bezel and hold it in place with the
Philips-head screws you removed earlier. Reinstall the vehicle lighting control panel
Philips-head screw. Place the wooden bezel around the vehicle lighting control panel and push
gently to secure it in place. Place the wooden bezel around the HVAC controls and vehicle wiper
and heated seat control and push gently to secure it in place. Reconnect the negative - battery
wire to your Jeep's battery and shut your Jeep's hood. Install the new radio's faceplate onto
your new radio. Turn on your Jeep's ignition, and enjoy the tunes! Include your email address to
get a message when this question is answered. By using this service, some information may be
shared with YouTube. Aftermarket radios with front panels that fold out will not fit your Jeep
because the screen on the radio will hit the Jeep's dashboard when it folds out. Helpful 3 Not
Helpful 4. Choose a single-DIN aftermarket radio the most common size of aftermarket radios
for your Jeep. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. If you are uncomfortable at any time installing a new radio
into your Jeep, don't hesitate to contact a trusted friend or a car audio installation shop. These
services may cost, but it will be worth it in the end. Related wikiHows How to. How to.
Co-authors: 5. Updated: March 26, Categories: Jeep Vehicles. Thanks to all authors for creating
a page that has been read 69, times. Did this article help you? Yes No. Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Complete wiring
diagram jeep tj seniorsclub it cable field wrangler schematic flow pro fan for schematics trusted
fuse box cycle igniton rilievo wire center harness series overview hoteloctavia stereo forge
canvas iosonointer 98 car software trike brake light sport toyota radio diagrams automotive
heater storage antichitagrandtour horn circuit and hub spa gfci breaker jaguar hazzard waystar
fr er switch wave library sw cherokee started installation window b sound bar visualdraw basket
plus haus chrysler aspen coil services panel dark remain fiocouture xj 96 auto electrical motor
trane hard start kit wirediagram yenpancane jeanjaures37 ignition road runner wirev inidia
pubblicanews 4 0 mitsubishi lancer turn signal maxima begeboy source instrument home rich
patent adc charging www full version hd quality ldiagrams virtual edge 97 laredo pcm load
system alarm steel grand solar 12v boat site detail. Complete wiring diagram jeep tj wrangler
schematic fuse box for harness stereo center 98 car sport diagrams radio heater horn spa gfci
er switch brake sw wire sound bar cherokee coil panel xj 96 auto ignition 4 0 turn signal
instrument 97 laredo pcm charging system alarm grand Share this: Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Telegram WhatsApp Skype LinkedIn Pocket Print Related Related Posts. Round Trailer Plug
Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. Wiring Collection. Variety of jeep cherokee radio wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a simplified standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the
components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and signal links in
between the tools. A wiring diagram usually gives details about the relative placement and
setup of tools and terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A
photographic representation would reveal a lot more information of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is frequently utilized to fix problems and to make certain that the
connections have been made and that whatever is present. A wiring diagram is a basic visual

representation of the physical connections as well as physical format of an electrical system or
circuit. It demonstrates how the electric wires are adjoined and could also show where fixtures
and also elements could be linked to the system. Usage electrical wiring diagrams to assist in
structure or manufacturing the circuit or digital tool. They are also beneficial for making fixings.
Do It Yourself enthusiasts make use of circuitry layouts but they are additionally usual in house
structure as well as vehicle fixing. For example, a residence building contractor will certainly
intend to validate the physical place of electric outlets and also lights utilizing a wiring diagram
to prevent pricey mistakes and also developing code offenses. A schematic reveals the plan
and function for an electric circuit, yet is not worried with the physical layout of the cables.
Electrical wiring representations demonstrate how the cords are connected and also where they
should located in the actual device, as well as the physical links between all the components.
Unlike a pictorial layout, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified forms as well as lines to
show elements. Photographic diagrams are often photos with tags or highly-detailed drawings
of the physical parts. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it means the lines are
attached. Many symbols made use of on a wiring diagram resemble abstract variations of the
real things they represent. For instance, a button will be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the cord, much like a light switch you could flip on and also off. A resistor will be stood
for with a series of squiggles signifying the restriction of existing circulation. An antenna is a
straight line with three tiny lines branching off at its end, just like an actual antenna. Facebook
Tweet Pin. Find the Jeep radio wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and save time.
Scroll down and find the Jeep wire guide you need. Every Jeep stereo wiring diagram contains
information from other Jeep owners. Many thanksâ€¦. I am trying to install a aftermarket radio in
my jeep grand cherokee laredo with nav so i need the wire diagram for the radio. Greg, as much
as we would like to assist you, most of the radio wire info listed on our website is submitted by
our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Wrangler wiring but
hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to help you
out. Olivia, as much as we would like to help you, most of the stereo wiring information listed on
our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep
Wagoneer wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to post a reply and assist you. I need the wiring diagram for a jeep grand
cherokee with the infinity system. Stereo and amp Wiring diagram for a grand Cherokee 5. Juan,
as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wiring information listed on our
website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep
Wrangler stereo wire but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to chime in and help you. Ryan, as much as we would like to help you, most of
the car audio wire information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do
not have any information on the Jeep Liberty radio wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. Matt, as
much as we would like to help you, most of the radio wire information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Liberty Sport
stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would
be able to chime in and help you. I am looking for a factory Infinity system wiring diagram for a
Jeep Liberty Sport. RES radio. Factory Subwoofer. Please help! Martin, as much as we would
like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is provided by
our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Jeep Patriot Sport stereo wiring
but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to
chime in and assist you. Hey can i get a stereo wiring diagram for a jeep grand cherokee limited,
with infinity sound. I really need a wiring diagram for the factory amp in my Jeep Commander.
Can anyone help? Joe, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Jeep Patriot stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. I have been looking everywhere for a
jeep patriot wiring color diagram. Please tell me that you have this. You would be my hero.
Thank You. The truck was broken into and the have cut the wires prior to the factory harness.
Everywhere i look is the wrong color codes. Need color codes to reactivate the factory amp as
well THank you! Thanks so much. I need to know how to bypass the infinity amp under the rear
passenger seat. Or can I just splice the in wires to the out wires, and if so, which are which?
Shane, it is possible to keep your steering wheel controls while using an aftermarket stereo.
You will need a steering wheel control adapter to keep your factory steering wheel controls:. If
you have never installed car audio before, we advise you to take your car to an experienced
mobile audio installer. Hope this helps. Good luck with your steering wheel adapter installation.
I would like a wire color code diagram for a jeep cherokee. I have everything hooked up excpet

the wires. If you could help me out, that would be appriciated. GI needs help. No sound need
wiring color code of factory amp so I know which wire that will turn the factory amp on. Thank
you. I am try to install a Pioneer avic f90bt in a jeep commander. The factory radio is just the
single disk stock speakers no controls on the s. I need jeep wrangler radio wiring diagram with
factory sub Thank you so much. Infinity system. Thanks for your time. This version is for a
factory 6-speaker system having 2-subwoofers and an amplifier under the back seat. Do you
have a diagram for a Jeep Compass. My son gave me his stock radio and I want to install it in
my Wrangler. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Jeep Radio Stereo
Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Chrysler - Jeep, Renault. Chrysler - PUA. Car
stereo wiring diagrams car radio wiring car radio wiring colors car radio wire car radio
connections wiring diagram car radio wire colours. How to install car radio autoradio wiring
harness stereo installation. How to install car radio wires. Car radio install car wiring diagrams
wiring harness pinout connector diagram. Car stereo radio wiring diagram. How to wire a car
radio wiring diagram for car stereo. Car stereo wiring diagram radio installation head unit. Car
radio wire colors car audio wiring free radio wiring diagrams. Radio diagram wiring car radio car
radio wiring diagrams. Free car radio wires stock diagram. Car radio wiring colour codes car
radio speakers. Free Download. Circuit Diagram. Car Stereo Wiring. Car Manuals. Service
Manual. Chrysler Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio connector wire installation
schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car
stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to install. D54 20WT. X 20DG. Car
radio. Model autoradio. IC Amplifier. CD changer. X24C00 smd. ST24C smd. DGF DAGF D AGF
TAH x 2. TA x 2. TDAAQ x 2. TDAJ x 2. MB90FA S smd. ZH Automotive wiring in a Jeep Grand
Cherokee vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing
an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car
subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player,
ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your Jeep
Grand Cherokee headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time.
Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal,
brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Jeep Grand Cherokee car radio
wiring diagrams, Jeep Grand Cherokee car audio wiring diagrams, Jeep Grand Cherokee car
stereo wiring diagrams, Jeep Grand Cherokee car radio wiring schematics, Jeep Grand
Cherokee car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend
countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Jeep Grand Cherokee part or
component. Use of the Jeep Grand Cherokee wiring information is at your own risk. Always
verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your
Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any
missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to
post it at the bottom of this page. The Jeep Grand Cherokee radio wire color information above
is updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. You can do this by using an
Automotive Fuse Tester and make sure all of your fuses are not blown. If all of your fuses are in
working condition, your Jeep Grand Cherokee may have a factory amplifier that needs to be
turned on by your after market radio. The car radio amplifier trigger wire has to be wired up to
turn on your factory amp to output sound from your speakers. Double check that your Jeep
Grand Cherokee amplifier turn on wire is connected. Hope this helps. Good luck with your Jeep
Grand Cherokee radio installation. I do know how to
exmark lazer z wiring diagram
gmc sierra club
cargurus nissan xterra
wire up a Jeep Grand Cherokee CD player, wires were hooked up correctly, but none of the
speakers worked when I finished. I unhooked two of the speakers wires and hooked up them to
another external speaker and that speaker worked fine. Prior to unhooking the original player it
worked fine. The system diagram shows a amp as original equipment, could something be
wrong there maybe. That way your amplifier is on whenever your Jeep Grand Cherokee is on
and off whenever your Jeep Grand Cherokee is off. Just make sure to run an in-line fuse holder
with a 1-amp fuse on the amplifier turn on wire. Good Luck. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
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